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Part One

The Regional Dimension in Support of the 2030 Agenda
Regional Commissions provide:

1. Policy advocacy, research and analysis
(Think Tank Function)
2. Normative support and regional dialogue
(Convening function)
3. Technical support, advisory services and
capacity building (Operational function)

The Regional Dimension in Support of the 2030 Agenda
1. Policy Advocacy, Research and Analysis (Think Tank Function):
•
•

Multisectoral research and analysis that help shape the national and global discourse on
SDGs
Promotion of integration, innovation and balanced progress across the 2030 Agenda

The Regional Dimension in Support of the 2030 Agenda
2. Normative support and regional dialogue (Convening Function):
• Dedicated regional intergovernmental
platforms with strong ownership of
Member States, other regional bodies and
development banks
Opening Session of the Conference of African Ministers of
Finance, Planning and Economic Development

ESCWA concludes 30th Ministerial Session

 Reach agreements and endorsement
of sustainable development agenda
 Reinforce multilateralism at the
regional and sub‐regional levels
 Facilitate decision‐making at global
level

Opening Session of 37th Session of ECLAC

74th Session of ESCAP

The Regional Dimension in Support of the 2030 Agenda
Follow-up and Review of the 2030 Agenda
Regional Forums
Preparatory Expert and
Subregional Meetings
• Enhance awareness and
understanding of the theme of
the upcoming HLPF
• Identify ways to strengthen
implementation efforts through
follow up and review
• Opportunity for peer learning

RECs Intergovernmental
Sectoral & Thematic
Committees
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Statistics Conferences
Committees on regional and South –
South Cooperation
Regional Conferences on Science,
Innovation & ICT
Regional Meetings on FfD
Regional Conferences on Population
& Development
Regional Conferences on Women
Reg Conf. on Social Development
Reg Councils for Development
Planning
Sub Reg. Economic Cooperation
Committees

High Level Political Forum

Annual, inclusive and
intergovernmental
Regional Forums on
Sustainable Development

VNR Support
• Support member states in the
preparation of the VNR
presentation and main
messages

Regional Progress
Assessments of
the 2030 Agenda,
including the
SDGs

The Regional Dimension in Support of the 2030 Agenda

Regional Fora on Sustainable Development:
Dedicated regional intergovernmental platforms
with strong national ownership

Peer learning
through exchange of
experiences among
countries of the
same region, notably
those preparing for
the high‐level
political forum
voluntary national
reviews

Regional
progress
assessments of
the 2030
Agenda,
including the
Sustainable
Development
Goals

Regional
perspectives on
the global theme
of high‐level
political forum

Addressing
means of
implementation
from a cross‐
cutting regional
perspective

Partnerships with
the United
Nations system or
with regional and
sub regional
organizations or
other
stakeholders

The Regional Dimension in Support of the 2030 Agenda
Regional Progress on the SDGs Agenda – ESCAP’s Snapshot

Regarding Quality of
Education ESCAP is on
the right Track as of 2017
Regarding Inequality &
Peace, Justice and
Institutions, ESCAP is
underperforming as of
2017

The Regional Dimension in Support of the 2030 Agenda
3. Technical support, advisory services and capacity building (Operational
function):
Transboundary issues
 Asia Pacific regional road map for implementing the 2030 Agenda & related implementation of a rapid
response facility that provides quick and effective response to support countries in the implementation of the
SDGs
Regional norms and standards
 Country level technical cooperation activities to support Member States in the implementation of regional
norms and standards such as the Batumi Initiative on Green Economy and the Batumi Action for Cleaner Air
initiative in the ECE region
Macroeconomics
 ECA assistance (in close collaboration with UNCTs) to Member States that are heavily dependent on oil
exports to devise economic diversification strategies
Financing for Development
 Regional measuring models and tools applied in support of means of implementation, notably the FfD
agenda. Ex. “Arab FfD scorecard”, developed by ESCWA as a regional toolbox to measure the financing
requirements and availability of finance to achieve the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs. Similarly, policy advice is
provided on domestic resource mobilization, including through advice on tax policies.
Statistics
 ReCs strengthening of national statistical systems, including data mapping, data visualization, development of
SDG outlooks
 Jointly Development Account programme on data and statistics for the SDGs
 ESCWA first regional guidelines on harmonized disability statistics
South-South Cooperation
 Technical and advisory missions, training activities and replication of methodology in developing countries
from other regions – e.g. ECLAC technical and advisory missions, as well as training activities, in developing
countries in other regions replicating the ECLAC methodology on calculating the cost of hunger in several
African countries, in collaboration with ECA and WFP

Part Two

Regional and Interregional Cooperation
Addressing Regional Policy Issues during the Regional Commissions Sessions

Havana
7‐11 May

Inefficiency of inequality

Bangkok
11‐16 May

Inequality in the era of the 2030 Agenda

Addis Ababa
11‐15 May

African Continental Free Trade Area and Fiscal Space
for jobs and economic diversification

Beirut
25‐28 June

Technology for Sustainable Development, with an
emphasis on the impact on employment and youth

Regional and Interregional Cooperation
Promoting regional coherence through the Regional Coordination Mechanisms
Joint RCM/R‐UNDG.
Six issue‐based
coalitions to coordinate
response to cross‐
cutting challenges and
serve as multi‐partner
platform

UNECE

ESCWA

ECA

Back to back RCM/R‐UNDG
meetings planned as of
2019 with the Forum of the
Countries of Latin America
and the Caribbean on
Sustainable Development.
RCM and R‐UNDG are
identifying two or three
thematic areas and
subregions to focus UNDS
regional efforts for
concrete work.

Africa

ECLAC

Joint RCM/R‐UNDG.
Nine Thematic Clusters
aligned to the AU
Agenda 2063 and the
2030 Agenda.

Back to back
RCM/R‐UNDG
meetings. One
joint regional
Working Group
on the 2030
Agenda co‐
chaired by
ESCWA and the
R‐UNDG. Three
additional
Thematic
Working Groups.

ESCAP

Back to back RCM/R‐
UNDG meetings since
2018, with joint
sessions on relevant
thematic issues.
Seven RCM Thematic
Working Groups to
address all SDGs and
their interlinkages
and leverage system‐
wide action.

Regional and Interregional Cooperation
Enhancing interregional cooperation

Regional and Interregional Cooperation
Regional Commissions – NEXT STEPS
•

Continue to carry out their functions and mandates, including supporting
Member States in the implementation, follow -up and review of the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development with an integrated approach and in
line with national and regional priorities

•

Participate to the UNDS repositioning efforts to revamp the UNDS at the
regional level in a phased manner
•

Optimize working arrangements under existing mandates

•

Review options, on a region-by-region basis, for longer-term
repositioning of the UN regional assets

Five resolutions adopted by the Commissions Sessions
calling for action by ECOSOC (E/2018/15/Add.1)
•

Admission of French Guiana as an associate member of the
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC)

•

Updated Statute of the African Institute for Economic Development
and Planning (ECA)

•

New Strategic Directions of the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA)

•

Venue of the fifty-second session of the Economic Commission for Africa
(ECA)

•

Transition of the Centre for Alleviation of Poverty through Sustainable
Agriculture to an intergovernmental organization outside the United
Nations system (ESCAP)
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